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Research shows that a critical period in a child's

life is from birth to eight years old. Cognitive,

socio-emotional, language, and motor skills

develop during this time and play is an integral

part of this developmental period.

Learning through play enables children to

experience the world, develop their own

creativity, and allows for deeper learning in a

natural setting.

WHAT IS PLAY?WHAT IS PLAY?

BUT, WHAT EXACTLY IS PLAY?

Interactive: children experiment and explore through play which fosters the

development of perspective-taking and flexible thinking. 

Meaningful: children make connections between new and past knowledge allowing

for deeper learning.

Engaging: children are actively participating and limiting distractions.

Socially interactive: children learn about social interactions and communicating

with others.

Joyful: children learn positive and negative emotions through play.

Research defines play in five characteristics. They are:

These characteristics can be incorporated in the classroom through guided and free

play. Guided play is a purposeful and planned play environment directed by adults in

which curriculum is included in play. Free play includes allowing children the freedom

to explore play in the way they want.

To support the development of your students, here are some ways you can include play

in the classroom.



"PLAY IS OFTEN TALKED ABOUT AS IF IT WERE A"PLAY IS OFTEN TALKED ABOUT AS IF IT WERE A

RELIEF FROM SERIOUS LEARNING. BUT FORRELIEF FROM SERIOUS LEARNING. BUT FOR

CHILDREN, PLAY IS SERIOUS LEARNING. PLAY ISCHILDREN, PLAY IS SERIOUS LEARNING. PLAY IS

REALLY THE WORK OF CHILDHOOD."REALLY THE WORK OF CHILDHOOD."

-Mister Rodgers

GENERAL STRATEGIES TO PROMOTE LANGUAGE THROUGH PLAY

EMPHASIZE LANGUAGE USING THE 4S STRATEGYEMPHASIZE LANGUAGE USING THE 4S STRATEGY

When interacting with a student, slow down, use simple sentences and stress

the important words of your message.  It is also important to show what you are

saying by adding gestures, signs, pictures, or pointing. This strategy makes

what you are trying to say easier for the child to understand. An easy way to

remember this strategy is the 4S's: say less, stress, go slow, and show.

Reference: It Takes Two to Talk®: A practical guide for parents of children with language delays (2nd

ed.). Toronto: The Hanen Centre. Rollins, P.R. (2003).

Making comments on what the student is doing will help keep the interaction

going. This strategy provides students with models of language that they can

learn from. 

Build a student's language and vocabulary skills by adding to their message.

For instance, if the students says, "The bird is flying!". You can say, "The red

bird is flying!".

MAKE COMMENTSMAKE COMMENTS

ADDING LANGUAGE TO THE STUDENT'S MESSAGEADDING LANGUAGE TO THE STUDENT'S MESSAGE



Here are ways phonological awareness practice can be incorporated through play in the classroom

PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESSPHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS  

GUIDED GUIDED PLAY ACTIVITIESPLAY ACTIVITIES

PLAY A GAME OF MUSICAL CHAIRSPLAY A GAME OF MUSICAL CHAIRS
Place words under each chair. Once

the student sits on a chair, have

them segment the word in

individual sounds.

WRITE LETTERS IN SHAVING CREAMWRITE LETTERS IN SHAVING CREAM
Place shaving cream on a baking

sheet. Have students draw letters in

the shaving cream.

PLAY A GAME OF I SPYPLAY A GAME OF I SPY
Select objects from the classroom.

Tell your students, "I spy something

that starts with the /s/ sound" and

see if they can find the object that

starts with the specific sound.

Start the ball toss by saying a

word ("pet"). Then, toss the ball

to a student and have them

generate a rhyming word.

PLAY A GAME OF BALL TOSS WITH RHYMESPLAY A GAME OF BALL TOSS WITH RHYMES USE MANIPULATIVES TO FORM LETTERSUSE MANIPULATIVES TO FORM LETTERS
Use items such as Play-Doh or

Wikki Stix to form letters.

MAKE YOUR OWN SENSORY BINSMAKE YOUR OWN SENSORY BINS
Place items of different

syllables in the sensory bin.

Have students clap the syllables

of the items they find.

Ask your students to jump for

each syllable that they hear.

JUMP FOR SYLLABLESJUMP FOR SYLLABLES PLAY A GAME OF BE THE SOUNDPLAY A GAME OF BE THE SOUND
Hand your students letter tiles/cards.

Then, name each sound of a word in

sequential order(t-a-p). As you name the

sounds, have the student holding the

corresponding card to the sound come up

in the front of the class. Once you have

said all of the sounds, have the students

blend them to make the word.

DON'T BE AFRAID TO

MODIFY THE ACTIVITIES

TO FIT YOUR STUDENTS'

NEEDS!



IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN WORDS
WITH WORD GOBBLE

SOUND MATCHING WITH
CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG

RHYME WITH
SESAME STREET

PRACTICE SEGMENTING
SOUNDS WITH LETTER SWAP

WORK ON SYLLABLES 
WITH SILLYBULLS

Scan the QR codes below for some fun online games that will keep your students engaged!

ONLINE PHONOLOGICALONLINE PHONOLOGICAL
AWARENESS GAMESAWARENESS GAMES

WORK ON PHONICS 
WITH PHONEME POP



FREE PLAYFREE PLAY  

 

Free Play is an essential and complex experience through

which children learn and develop many different skills;

physical, social, cognitive and linguistic. It is the means

by which they acquire and increase their knowledge and

understanding of the world around them.

"Children who lack environments that foster play actually

have brains that are 20 to 30% less developed in capacity".

Play is not empty time; it is how children build the

brains that are required for work and learning.

Curiosity, imagination, and sense of discovery allow

children to construct, build, and create!

True free play involves any kind of unstructured activity

that encourages children to use their imagination, such

as playing with blocks, dolls, and toy cars. 

IN PLAY, THE GOAL IS NOT TO PUSH A FORM ONTO A CHILD BUTIN PLAY, THE GOAL IS NOT TO PUSH A FORM ONTO A CHILD BUT

RATHER TO FREE THEIR SPIRIT TO EXPLORE, DISCOVER, AND TORATHER TO FREE THEIR SPIRIT TO EXPLORE, DISCOVER, AND TO

EXPRESS ITSELF.EXPRESS ITSELF.

Play has a significant impact on speech and language development; it enables children to practice

the language skills they have learnt and build on their expanding vocabulary. Interaction and

socialization are vital factors in supporting language; children who have limited opportunities for

interaction will often have immature speech and language development.

Imaginative play is a great way to support and enhance language development; giving children the

opportunity to recreate experiences and share ideas with peers. Language will often increase

during role play as children can take on a role and pretend to be someone else. This gives them the

confidence to use language that they have heard peers or adult use in everyday situations, without

the pressure of getting it wrong. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FREE PLAYTHE IMPORTANCE OF FREE PLAY



MORE EXAMPLES OF FREE PLAY INCLUDE:MORE EXAMPLES OF FREE PLAY INCLUDE:

Varied colour, shape, texture, size and weight.

Both new and familiar, and that are open-ended, to present a challenge. 

At particular times of the year, offer materials that are relevant to holidays, festivals and other

celebration days of different cultures and faiths, to support diversity and inclusion.

Flexible material for children who may have special educational needs or disabilities, for example,

materials that can be manipulated or held by both hands or feet, materials made of different and

engaging textures, or bold and bright colours.

Use natural materials as much as possible to provide a wider sensory experience. 

It is important to make a wide range of materials available, and to alternate them to avoid ‘free play’

becoming stagnated. Provide materials and resources that are:

WAYS TO INCORPORATE FREE PLAY IN THEWAYS TO INCORPORATE FREE PLAY IN THE

CLASSROOM AND PLAYGROUND!CLASSROOM AND PLAYGROUND!

Drawing, colouring, painting, cutting, and gluing with art supplies

Playing make-believe and dress-up

Playing on playground equipment, climbing, swinging, running around

Reading and looking at books they enjoy, not as part of homework or study

Provide puppets and let them be creative by acting out scenes 

Provide plenty of small figurines so that children have an outlet for expressing their stories,

thoughts, experiences and feelings.

PROVIDE MATERIALS THAT ARE ACCESSIBLE!PROVIDE MATERIALS THAT ARE ACCESSIBLE!



WAYS TO INCORPORATE FREE PLAY IN THEWAYS TO INCORPORATE FREE PLAY IN THE

CLASSROOM AND PLAYGROUND!CLASSROOM AND PLAYGROUND!

Outdoor play is another great way of building speech development. The outside area provokes a great deal of

exploration and investigation skills in young children. This, in turn, provides the basis for questions to be

asked about what the child can see, hear, smell or feel; children learn best when using all their senses. 

When it comes to designing great ‘free play’ environments, school playgrounds are a perfect blank canvas as

they offer space and atmosphere that may not be available inside.

A school playground can be zoned to facilitate all the diverse interests that different children have, and to

offer flow and diversion from one area to another.

Active Play, with playground equipment for climbing, balancing, sliding, and kinetic equipment

Imaginative and Creative Play

Natural environment, such as Planters, Dig Pits or Wildlife Areas

A Playhouse or an area dedicated to Den-Making, allows children to shape their own environment

within the play environment, and engage in all kinds of role play activities and social interaction

PLAYGROUND ZONES:PLAYGROUND ZONES:

OUTDOOR CLASSROOMS!OUTDOOR CLASSROOMS!



TEACHERS' ROLES IN FREE PLAY!

We don’t have to teach our kids how to play – it is innate. Our job is to create the space for

them to play that is contained, safe, and allows for the freedom of movement and

expression. 

While children are participating in free play, a teacher’s role is just as complex, as they

need to be able to respond in different ways appropriate to each play situation, whether

actively or by taking a step back. This can be done by:

To foster play, adults can collect a child’s attention and engage them for the purpose of

connection. This could involve feeding them, talking to them, sharing an interest or

activity with them, or telling them the plan for the day. When a child is "connected",

the adult can then move them towards a space created for play, and retreat when the

child’s play has taken over. The space could contain anything children are free to

express themselves on, from a sheet of paper for colouring, to pots and pans to bang on,

to a playground with slides and things to climb on. The best environment is one that

allows a child the freedom to explore without being overly prescriptive as to what this

should look like, other than ensuring reasonable safety parameters.

Adults can set the stage for play by removing all distractions such as screens (either

for entertainment or for education). The key is to create a space that is free of work,

responsibilities, or performance. When we do this, all that is left is for children to sit

in the empty space that we have created.

INSTEAD OF SEEING BOREDOM AS SOMETHING WEINSTEAD OF SEEING BOREDOM AS SOMETHING WE

NEED TO FIX, WE NEED TO REFRAME IT AS THENEED TO FIX, WE NEED TO REFRAME IT AS THE

CHILD'S INTERNAL WORLD CALLING THEM TOCHILD'S INTERNAL WORLD CALLING THEM TO

PLAYPLAY

FOCUSING ON THE RELATIONSHIPFOCUSING ON THE RELATIONSHIP

CREATING EMPTY SPACE AND EMBRACING BOREDOMCREATING EMPTY SPACE AND EMBRACING BOREDOM



https://macnamara.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Playfinal.jpg
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Please reach out to us for specific support, training, workshops, video-

conferencing available to you through the Centre.

We are here to help you better help your students.

The Centre of Excellence for Speech and Language DevelopmentThe Centre of Excellence for Speech and Language Development

Coordinators: Carol Jazzar, M. Sc. (S-LP)

cjazzar@emsb.qc.ca

514-483-7200 ext. 7238

Karina Ismail, M.Sc.(A)., S-LP

kismail@emsb.qc.ca

514-483-7200 ext. 7313

Razan Khobieh, M.Sc.(A), S-LP(C)

rkhobieh@emsb.qc.ca

514-483-7200 ext. 7617

www.coesld.ca
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